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When compared to constructing a mortar and brick garage, opting for well constructed metal
carports is a much cheaper alternative. However, before deciding to build one of these, there are
certain things that need to be factored in. These include its size, attachment, thickness and anchors.
Here are a few tips for buying the most appropriate metal carport for your vehicle.

Size: When searching for the right metal carport for your vehicles, it is recommended that you give
due consideration to its size. Metal carports come in a wide range of varying sizes to suite a variety
of requirements. For instance, you can get one that can conveniently accommodate two or more
cars depending on your fleet of vehicles. Some are designed to be large enough as to house a large
RV vehicle or even a camper. As a matter of fact, you can choose your type of a metal carport
depending on the number of supporting post or pillars it comes with. For example, small designs of
metal carports often come with six supporting posts and the medium sized ones with eight legs,
while the large carports regularly come with more than ten support posts.

Attachment: One of the very first things to factor in while buying or searching for appropriate metal
carports for your vehicles is the attachment. In general, some metal carports are designed to be free
standing, meaning that they come with posts that provide the required support to their structure.
Others are designed to be attached to a building structure at your home. These being the case,
choose them accordingly.

Anchors: When you are out searching for or buying a metal carport for your vehicles, its anchoring is
an important thing to be considered. To give it permanency, the metal carport should always be
firmly anchored to the floor or onto the supporting building. This can be done with screw-ins, ropes
or even stake anchors if available. Metal carports are normally anchored with metal feet, especially
when sitting on concrete. Weighted bags (filled with small pebbles or sand) can also be used for
anchoring purposes when it comes to securing the metal carport to the ground. These are often
wrapped around the legs or posts of the carport structure.

Type: Another thing that should be given due consideration when you are buying a metal carport is
the type. For instance, steel is an inexpensive material and that has the capability to last the
longest. Apart from steel, you can opt for aluminum metal carports. If these are not what you are
looking for, then you can decide to settle for Alumawood carports. These are metal carports that are
purely made from aluminum but designed to look like wooden made.

Thickness: Last but not least, you should also factor in thickness when you are out there buying the
wanted metal carport. Remember those carports that are made with thicker metals are sturdier
compared to those that are made of flimsy metals. Definitely, if you live in areas that snow heavily,
then it is recommended that you settle for metal carports that come with thicker frames so as to be
able to comfortably withstand the added weight.
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Deck it Out Decks builds decks, outdoor areas and even a carports. See our website for images of
our currently projects and a alfresco areas!
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